Increasing Number of Prostatitis Sufferers Choose Herbal Medicine to Treat Prostate, Reveals Wuhan Dr. Li's Clinic

According to Wuhan Dr. Li's Clinic, Diuretic and Anti-inflammatory Pill is entering the world market with its unique power to treat chronic prostatitis. With the new natural medication, the recovery from chronic prostatitis become extremely easy.

(PRWEB) October 26, 2012 -- The herbal medicine Diuretic and Anti-inflammatory Pill have risen dramatically as a treatment option to terminates prostatitis effectively and harmlessly. Current treatment options for prostatitis are severely limited by side effects and drug resistance of antibiotics. Compared to expensive and unsafe conventional options for the treatment of chronic diseases, natural treatments have some advantages.

TCM theory holds that Yuxingcao has the effect of clearing heat, removing toxicity, and inducing diuresis for treating stranguria. And also, modern scientific research proves that heartleaf houttuynia herb element has significant antibacterial action to micrococcus catarrhalis, pneumococcus, flu bacillus and the staphylolococcus aureus etc. Except for Yuxingcao, other herbs such as Huangqin, Huanglian also has obvious antibacterial effect.

"I applied these herbs into my formula for not only antibacteria, but also regulating male urogenital system function to make all functions go normal. That's the advantages of the herbal medicine." says Dr.Li Xiaoping, "More and more patients from other countries take this medication. It's my honor to let the world know the magic of traditional Chinese medicine."

Mr. David, 44, an architect, had chronic prostatitis for the last 6 years. He felt anus pain, penis swelling, frequent urination and burning sensation when passing urine. "My urologist put me on Cipro 500 mg twice a day for 3 weeks, however the antibiotic is wreaking havoc on my body and doesn't seem to be killing the bacteria. I'm so desperate right now and in a lot of pain." Mr. David complained.

On July 7th 2012, David came to Wuhan Dr.Li's Clinic and then he was prescribed three months of Diuretic and Anti-inflammatory Pill. When he took the medication for 1 and 1/2 months, he said:"I'm so happy that the pain is gone and the swelling is no longer there". When he finished the medication, he shared, "All symptoms of chronic prostatitis are gone. To be Honest i never thought of it. Chinese herbs are so wonderful. I have seen your profession. Thank you Dr.Li!"

Patients with chronic prostatitis have now got the natural medication to terminates prostatitis. While the previously most common treatment with antibiotics raises serious concerns, the unique natural treatment with Dr. Li's medicine will becomes increasingly popular as it has proved its efficacy.

For more information please visit prostatitisradicalcure.com

About Dr.Lee Xiaoping and herbal medicine:
Dr.Lee Xiaoping graduated from Hubei College of Traditional Chinese Medicine, China. She qualified as a herbalist 30 years ago and is a highly experienced medical professional. She specializes in the field of male and female reproductive and urinary system diseases. She has devoted 30 years to her clinic and worked on the formula of Diuretic and Anti-inflammatory Pill for years. The medicine has proven to be effective and cured millions of people who suffered from chronic prostatitis.
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